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Abstract: Open Government Data put some new elements to the discussion of budget transparency. The reality in Brazil, which has a legal framework that enforces all public entities to web publish detailed budgetary data in real time, shows that effective transparency will be reached only if a standardization progress is met. This paper discusses the challenges for the standardization of open budgetary data in Brazil, and derives a set of requirements that should be addressed by a standardization proposal in this context. Furthermore, we evaluate how some existing standards are capable to meeting these requirements and propose lines for future work in the standardization of open budgetary data in Brazil.

1 Introduction

The Web is a cheap and flexible medium for publishing, editing and providing interaction among people, businesses and government. Its use may potentialize the development of democracy through public oversight, which can be understood as citizen participation in public management, surveillance, monitoring and control of public administration activities. Also it can be an important mechanism to Prevent corruption and strength to citizenship [Oe02].

Many public sector information is published on the web, and budgetary information being has received attention since 2000 years, the many web portals, like financial transparency portals [So04]. Brazil have a good Recognized Legal framework about fiscal transparency, as in 2009 the Supplementary Law No. 131 requires that all brazilian public entities release, in real time, detailed information on budget execution on the web [Br09]. Brazilian Law No. 12,527 also enforces that many public sector information, expenditures, financial transfers and procurements must be published in the primary, authentic and updated way [Br11a].
A recent study surveyed budgetary execution data quality in 88 transparency web portals in Brazil [CSA12] and, although in some aspects a good evaluation is done, one of the main findings leads to the lack of a suitable data primary level, met only by 17.16% of all analyzed datasets.

Also, another result shows 30% of all datasets were machine processable, but it is important to note that it is relatively weak, since in most cases the data were published in semi-structured files like CSV format and without metadata, neither common vocabulary or structure.

The Brazilian reality in budget data dissemination unfortunately is still an opaque transparency, as a federation of the size of Brazil, with a federal district, 26 states and 5,570 municipalities, must necessarily face a standardization effort for anyone interested in following the public budget can get the complete scenario of investment in public policies. This requires the integration of federal, state and municipal contexts through an appropriate level of information available for each public organization and also for interoperability between them.

It is important to add that budget transparency, disclosure open data and recognition of the need for standards are concerns in a global context, as can be seen in guidelines of the Open Government Partnership (OGP) [Og11] and national policies of open data, such as the United States [Us13]. The United States and Brazil were the first chairs of OGP and this adds an important element in the national political scenario.

We agree with [WS96] that poor data quality can have substantial social and economic impacts and require that the conceptualization of this quality should emerge from the perspective of data consumers. This article aims to make a contribution in this direction by presenting some requirements to a good open budget data publishing related to the specific case of Brazilian reality.

In this paper, in Section 2 we present the methodology undertaken for gathering requirements for budget data publishing. Section 3 contains the requirements raised presented chronologically. Section 4 lists the requirements with layers in a information system's model. Section 5 presents initiatives related with data publishing. Section 6 discusses the main challenges encountered in budget data publication with open formats in Brazil.

2 Methodology

This study was an exploratory research of requirements from the Brazilian legal framework in relation to budget data publication on the web. Later on some papers that present a broad survey of the of Data Quality and Information Quality were studied, [MA09], [GH07] and [Zh12], but at the current stage of the work there is still no full correspondence with all information presented by articles in that area.
We decided at that time to prioritize open data consumers viewpoint and we started from open data eight principles [Og07] and documents from organizations that work with publication and consumption of open data [Ok11] [MC13]. Important elements in this vision of consumer of data were also found in the model of the five stars [Be09] and some work in the area of linked open data [Ok12] [ST10] [GG09].

In these works were collected contributions to requirements of open data and then researched references of this initial literature, in search of more requirements. Requirements were organized in a list in chronological order, eliminating similar requirements.

The requirements raised were related to a development model of information system from classical literature, which is used to identify existing standards related to the requirements.

3 Requirements raised

This section presents elements got from the preliminary survey conducted in this work and represent the challenges and requirements to be implemented in a platform for publishing data. They will be presented chronologically and, whenever possible, relevant information will be related to the brazilian reality.

In 2007, [Og07] published open data eight principles that represent a starting point in gathering requirements:

Data Must Be Complete: "All public data are made available. [...] Public data are data that are not subject to valid privacy, security or privilege limitations, the Governed by other statutes." In the context of brazilian law [Br09], means publishing information of revenues and expenses of budget execution, not including previous steps as budget planning.

Data Must Be Primary: "Data are published as collected at the source, with the finest possible level of granularity, not in aggregate or modified forms." In Brazil these data should be detailed [Br09], which in portuguese is not just raw data.

Data Must Be Timely: "Data are made available as quickly as necessary to preserve the value of the data." In Brazil, it's considered one business day [Br10].

Data Must Be Accessible: "Data are available to the widest range of users for the widest range of purposes."

Data Must Be Machine processable: "Data are reasonably structured to allow automated processing of it."
Access Must Be Non-Discriminatory: "Data are available to anyone, with no requirement of registration".

Data Formats Must Be Non-Proprietary: "Data are available in a format over which no entity has exclusive control".

Data Must Be License-free: "Data are not subject to any copyright, patent, trademark or trade secret regulation. Reasonable privacy, security and privilege restrictions may be allowed the governed by other statutes."

[Be09] in 2009 developed a model of linked open data into five levels (called stars) to classify progressively ease and power usage of data by data consumers. This model is a benchmark qualification of open data in Linked Data approach and it complements the eight principles in data access evaluating. The first three correspond to License-free, Machine processable and Non-Proprietary Formats, but three issues are added by this model:

Available on the web: the principle differs Date Must Be Accessible because define that the way of access is the Web.

Identify things: "Use open standards from W3C to Identify Things, so that people can point at your stuff." Create a unique identifier is a means to allow other datasets can be linked to the same resource.

Link data: "Link your data to other people's data to provide context."

Also in 2009, [Ha09] developed a model for Web data provenance, which includes two dimensions - the creation of data and access to data - in order to "support the assessment of data qualities such as accuracy, reliability and timeliness". This model is distinguished provenance model applied to the database to include information data access [Ha09], as type of data access service, if it is a server, a web service or a search service. So we added the publication of Provenance Information as a requirement.

Sun Light Foundation in 2010 added two more principles to the previous eight [SF10]:

Permanence: "The capability of finding information over time is referred to the remains. [...] Often times, information is updated, changed or removed without any indication that an alteration has been made [...] information made available online should remain online, with appropriate version-tracking and archiving over time."

Usage Costs: "One of the greatest barriers to access to publicly-available information ostensibly is the cost imposed on the public for access - even when the cost is de minimus."

Also in 2010, [ST10] reports the UK experience in publishing Linked Data and states that data formats as RDF/XML and Turtle are "impenetrable without special parsers, making it hard to use [the data] by non-experts". Due this difficulty, and to broad civic
participation, the UK government decided to provide data in CSV and XML formats. So we include **Providing Alternatives** of access for society as requirements, for better defines what should be done for the user in relation to Data Must Be Accessible.

[Ok12] in 2012 converges with the idea that data should be Available on the Web and License-free, and adds one more question:

**Make data discoverable:** "post on the web and perhaps organize a central catalog to list your open datasets". This catalog will have the function of a reference search for data, facilitating the discovery by citizens.

The big volume and complexity of governmental structure can make finding information a hard task, even impossible for citizens [Br11b]. Controlled vocabularies are a way to assist citizens in search for information. "Changes in the semantics of terms in Linked Data vocabularies can have a dramatic influence on the interpretation of remote datasets using them" [KA12]. Due this, it is important to point out which **Vocabulary Versioning** is being used, in the dataset that is being published. We consider it more one requirement.

[ZJJ12] claim that linking data is not enough, metadata is required to make effective use of data, metadata also facilitates use to create new hypotheses to improve the ability to find patterns. Therefore, we add the requirement **Use metadata**. Metadata can also be divided into collection and variable-level [Po09], discovery (flat), contextual and detailed [ZJJ12], supporting information such as license, update, provenance, permanence, together dataset to be published.

### 4 Mapping of requirements in layers of an Information System

In this section we associate the requirements raised previosly with layers of its implementation in an information system. It is important to note that standardization efforts will transcend these limits, because many of the requirements depend on policy decisions reflected in legal frameworks, best practice recommendations among others.

Figure 1 shows a model of information system into four layers, it will be used in discussing where the requirement should to be implemented. The top-down design has been chosen by placing the focus of developing on end user, as shown in Figure 1 as client platforms that use the access channels. The presentation layer is accessed by client, where is defined formats and protocols for data that the client accesses through the channels by its platform. The application logic must deliver the content in the format specified in the presentation layer from resource management layer, which defines the data sources and the organization necessary to application logic.
Table 1 lists the requirements that have been identified in the literature and where the requirements should be implemented in viewpoint of information systems in Figure 1.

The completeness and primarity of data should be presented to data user, but for this to be possible it is necessary that the data are complete and primary in the resource, because the application logic should not create aggregated information. Therefore, the data must be complete and primary in resource management and presentation layers. In the same way, the data structure that exists in resource management should be represented in the presentation layer to allow the client easily reorganizing data to (re) use in its analysis tools. This reuse can be improved by the use of metadata, which can only be presented to the client if they exist in the resource management.

Besides the completeness and primarity, issues like creation of data, access, data versioning, vocabularies versioning, update and duration of resources, including as Provenance Information [Ha09] and Permanence [SF10], should be implemented in resource management and properly presented to client as metadata.

The frequency that data is updated and the variety of formats that the same resource is presented depends on the application logic, considering that the resource exists in the resource management layer. It is important to note that some information produced in application logic should be represented in dataset because they can be copied and passed from hand to hand, from system to system, for example, if the update date are not represented on dataset, this information is lost in the redistribution of information. Therefore, some metadata are generated in the application logic and should be represented in the dataset.
In application logic layer is defined how content will be delivered in the presentation layer, so in this layer must be guaranteed non-discriminatory access to the data. The resource management and application logic can be implemented with proprietary technology, but the dataset must be in non-proprietary formats and have free license, be on the Web and be identified in the presentation layer.

The cost of data access should be the minimum possible, this requirement depends on the platform and client access channels, but provides guidance on how the information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Layer of IS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Must Be Complete</td>
<td>resource management, presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Must Be Primary</td>
<td>resource management, presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Must Be Timely</td>
<td>application logic, presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Must Be Accessible</td>
<td>application logic, presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Must Be Machine processable</td>
<td>resource management, presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access Must Be Non-Discriminatory</td>
<td>application logic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Formats Must Be Non-Proprietary</td>
<td>presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Must Be License-free</td>
<td>presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available on the Web</td>
<td>presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify things</td>
<td>presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linked data</td>
<td>application logic, presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provenance Information</td>
<td>resource management, presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanence</td>
<td>resource management, presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage costs</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing alternatives</td>
<td>application logic, presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make data discoverable</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary versioning</td>
<td>resource management, presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use metadata</td>
<td>resource management, presentation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* this requirement is beyond the model of information system
should be presented and where (Web) in the information system. The requirement Make Data Discoverable is a service that should be implemented as data catalog, in other systems of information that does not contain the dataset, due it this requirement it is not directly associated with a standard, it's not related with a layer in Table 1.

Presented the requirements of each layer in an information system based on this perspective, the following are standardization initiatives in other contexts and also we suggests some technologies that can be used in implementation of these requirements for a data publishing standard of budget.

5 Some initiatives

Some organizations publish recommendations or standards without which it would be impossible to create a network with computers interoperable with each other. Standards are mandatory in communication systems.

The most important organization that publish recommendations of standards for Web is the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C\(^1\)). It recommends standards ranging from HTML used by end users in Web browsers, XML to create other patterns of marking data, XML Schema to define schemas for XML-based standards, and others correlated standards, also used in the business. The W3C also aggregates work groups related with government and linked data, as eGovernment Interest Group and Government Linked Data Working Group.

A standard based on W3C recommendations for publication of reports is the eXtensible Business Reporting Language (XBRL), which can be used for financial reporting through the Internet [Ri06], [Si04], on managing information electronically by the Central Bank of Brazil, said XBRL makes the exchange of information more efficient, facilitates analysis and decision making.

Furthermore, XBRL uses XML Schema to represent taxonomies [Xb12], is machine processable and uses standardized vocabularies such as the three letter naming of currency ISO 4217. XBRL was also adopted by the National Treasury in the project SICONFI [Bra13], a system of accounting and tax information. Data published in XBRL can be converted into RDF (another W3C recommendation) and Web ontology, and published as Linked Data [GG09]. "XBRL interoperable with Linked Data allows ecosystem evolution that will contribute to wider use and consumption of XBRL" [OCH12].

Another initiative, the project Popolo\(^2\) is developing a specification that is based on other nine standards focusing on legislative data, including legislators, organizations and

---

1. http://www.w3.org
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membership with the “goal is to make it easier for developers to create civic government transparency, monitoring and engagement websites, by developing reusable open source components that implement the specifications.” This project also aims to create a permanent unique identifier for each instance of each class: person, organization, address, etc.

The International Aid Transparency Initiative (IATI) also created a standard based on XML (and XML Schema)\(^3\), used to share detailed data for their own projects. This standard supports transactions containing detailed information on financial flows, and also a geolocation element. In IATI there is also the concern to allow a direct translation from its standard for JSON and CSV formats, allowing multiple forms of access.

Even important, some standard data formats can be used as open data, but not as linked data from the perspective of the five star [Be09], others are not structured and can not be used as the default format. CSV, JSON and XML standards are semi-structured and can not directly be used as standards for linked data. Using XML Schemas, such as the standards of IATI, XML data become structured, the same happens with JSON data associated to JSON-Schema. However, CSV format hasn't a schema option, therefore, it's not a option to become structured.

Another issue is the ability to link data. XML data can be linked with other data using XPointer and XLink, both W3C specifications. However, JSON does not has capability to make links, it is necessary to use JSON-LD\(^4\). How reuse XML, XML Schema, XLink and XPointer in a specification, XBRL\(^5\) is a standard that can be used as Linked Data with pointed by [GG09].

### 6 Challenges encountered

Brazil is a federation with continental size and thousands entities including executive, legislative and judicial branches at federal, state and municipal level, that have theirs autonomy guaranteed in Brazilian Constitution Law [Br88]. All data that is generated by these entities, the Law No. 131 [Br09] only requires the publication of data on budget execution.[CSA12] did an extensive survey of published data of budget execution, on three levels of government, as discussed below.

We note that the publication of data in Brazil compared to the Linked Data model can not be classified as one star, because despite the datasets of budget execution were published on the Web, 0% of these had free license [CSA12]. However, the Access to Information Act [Br11a] ensures that all government information is public domain and considering this as free license, even if the datasets are not explicitly under a license we

\(^3\) http://iatistandard.org
\(^4\) http://json-ld.org
\(^5\) http://xbrl.org
can assess whether the data collected could be two stars. If we consider that structured data is only when there is an explicit scheme on them, the datasets are not two stars, because 49.27% of the datasets of budget in Brazil were published in CSV or XLS, the rest in PDF [CSA12], therefore, less than half of these sets can be considered machine-processable. Accepting these data as structured, only 30.07% of the datasets can be considered three-star, or used a non-proprietary format, but CSV format does not support links. Thus, it is not possible in this scenario have Linked Data in Brazil.

Brazilian law requires federal agencies to follow a classification of budget implementation for revenue and expenses. These datasets were 59.46% complete and 17.16% had all elements of this classification [CSA12], as disaggregated data. Furthermore, only 4.4% of the datasets of budget execution were updated.

Complete and primary data mandatorily must exist in the resource management layer, public managers must plan and execute the budget with the classification of revenues and expenses set out in law. A first challenge in Brazil is charge public managers to guarantee that the application logic layer solutions implemented extract all data from resources and represent complete and primary data in presentation layer. Another challenge is to convince managers to publish data into standards that are structured and can be linked. The lack of a standard also become hard the delivery of data in other formats, including different levels of aggregation in studied datasets [CSA12] that increase data usage cost.

In UK example, it is necessary that there are standars to identify data [ST10]. We not found any recommendation regarding identification of budget data in Brazil. There is a brazilian catalog of data [http://dados.gov.br] but without any guarantee that the locations of these data can not be changed, the failure on 'Identify things' weakens the requirement 'make it discoverable' on the catalog.

Of publishing formats found only XLS have some property fields on the file, but it is a poor choice to be placed metadata of provenance, collection, creation, access, update, versioning, etc. Therefore, we consider that the formats used in Brazil do not support the metadata requirements presented.

Datasets surveyed [CSA12], 86.73% were accessible, 98.82% were got in a non-discriminatory way and all were found on the Web, so the requirements associated with these issues are addressed in the brazilian case.

---

6 http://dados.gov.br
7 Conclusions

This paper presents some elements on web publishing of budget execution data in Brazil and discusses the need for standardization that is made from the perspective of data consumer.

Were derived and discussed some requirements of literature about open government data and linked data and were subsequently mapped onto the layers of an information system for their subsequent implementation.

Set of 18 requirements raised in this paper, three are met in the Brazilian case: 'data must be accessible', 'access must be non-discriminatory' and 'available on the Web'.

The requirement 'make data discoverable' is met, but so weak because there are currently no regulations that place the need for 'identify things'. The remaining 14 are not met: 'data must be complete', 'data must be primary', 'data must be timely', 'data must be machine processable', 'data formats must be non-proprietary', 'data must be license-free', 'identify things', 'linked data', 'provenance information', 'permanence', 'usage costs', 'providing alternatives', 'vocabulary versioning', and 'use metadata'

On balance, are listed the major challenges presented in Brazilian case for a publication budget and standardized data that provides real transparency of public policy investments.

This work does not present an exhaustive survey of the literature and its sequel will further review the field of data quality and information quality. As the guideline adopted emphasizes the vision of data consumer, other studies like Open Budget Index7, which performs the scoring of budget transparency in world should, also be explored.
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